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In this paper an investigation is made of the problem of estimating and
predicting the states of a linear, discrete, time-invariant, dynamic pro-
cess which is excited by Gaussian noise and where the observable states
are disturbed by Gaussian measurement noise. The concepts of optimum
filter design, originally developed by R. E. Kalman, are utilized. Also
we have closed the loop on two illustrative examples by determining the
optimal control for the plant as a function of the plant's state variables.
Here the concepts of a cost performance index and dynamic programming
(the latter originally developed by R. Bellman) are employed.
The CDC 1604 digital computer, using Fortran 60 programming is uti-
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In this paper many of the loose ends to the sampled-data optimal
control problem are drawn together. The complete control problem is con-
solidated in the design of an optimal filter and an optimal feedback con-
troller for a system contaminated by random exitation and measurement
noise. Further, by incorporating deterministic inputs,, we are capable of
closing the loop on the entire system.
The first several sections offer background information and discuss
the actual design of the optimal filter and optimal controller. We then
illustrate with two examples the power of the methods discussed. Each
example represents a real system, and the results indicate that any order
system may be controlled successfully as outlined.
2. Random Noise Processes.
Because the design of the optimal filter is based upon the concepts
of probability and the statistics of a random process (noise in this case),
it is felt that a review of these concepts is in order. Since we are dealing
with noise, a random process, we are not specifically interested in a
system's response to a single, isolated noise signal, but rather its expect-
ed response over the entire range of noisy signals.
A random variable is a function whose values depend on the outcome
of a chance event. Thus a random variable is unpredictable in assuming
its different possible values. We will consider random variables whose
values are real numbers. A random variable, x, must have a set of possible
values and a probability associated with each value. The mathematical
behavior of a random variable can be expressed in terms of its distribution
function, which gives a specification of the possible values a random var-
iable may assume together with their respective probabilities. The prob-
ability that x is less than or equal to a is denoted by the symbol Fx (a),
thus:
P(x * a) = Fx (a) (2.1)
where Fx(a) is called the distribution function.
If Fx (a) is differentia ble with respect to a, then:
fx (a) =
—
-p = probability density function of x
The expected value (or mean or statistical average) of a random
variable x, is:




^^ xj fx .(a) for a discrete random variable (2.2b)
i=l
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Thus the expected value or mean is an indication of the location of the
center of gravity. Now that the concept of the mean has been established,
we are concerned with the concentration of the random variable about the
mean. The simplest measure of this concentration is the mean square
deviation from the norm. When the mean, /a, is chosen as the norm, the
measure of the departure from the norm (dispersion) is called the variance.
Variance = 2 = E [(x -/0 2
j
(2.3)
Standard Deviation = 0' = W"* (2,4)4o'2
It can further be shown that:
Or
2
= E(x2) -/x 2 (2.5)
Thus knowledge of a random variable's mean and standard deviation will
describe the distribution of the values of the elements of the process.
Now consider the most common type of noise process, a GAUSSIAN
PROCESS.; which has the probability density function:
p(x) = fx (a) = exp JL (2.6)
\j2TrCT 2 <J C
This process has a mean of zero and a variance of CT2 . The probability
density is independent of time and therefore called a STATIONARY PROCESS.
Figure (2-1) shows the probability density function for a Gaussian process.
p(x)
Figure 2-1 Gaussian Probability Density Function
It is noted that most of the elements of the process have values in the
neighborhood of the origin.
A useful and important concept is that of the joint probability density
function of values of the process at two different times. The second-order
probability density function of a Gaussian noise process can be defined as:
2 2
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In this expression x^ and x2 are the values of the noise process at times




When t^ and t
2
are close together (t
2
- t, =T- >0) so that
X} and x
2
have about the same values, then the value of O is close to 1
indicating that there is a high degree of correlation.
The factor p , mentioned above is known as the normalized autocor-
relation function. We shall be interested, however, in the average value
of the product Xj.x
2
(denoted by x^.x^) which is known as the autocorrela-
tion function and, in a stationary process, is a function of the time differ-
ence t2
- t^ = T . Thus:
<pir ) = *p?2 (2.8)
When y is very large, x-^ and x2 are uncorrelated, except for the average
value, thus, ^(-oo) = |e(x)J . When y = 0, the autocorrelation
function equals the average value of x2 , or ^(0) = E(x2 ). Thus the
variance of the process can be given by:
(j
2 = <j>(0) - <J>(oo) (2.9)





The Concept of Power Density and the
Autocorrelation Function
Fourier analysis yields the frequency spectrum of a function as
follows:
10
X((jj) = f x(t) e~J
wt dt (2.11)
y-T
In order to obtain the power spectra,, we must divide the energy spectra by
the observation time, and it can be shown;
X(ui)J 2 = J,j_Te -J"
r dT ^x(t+r)x(t^dt
where N(uj) is the power spectra (2. 12)
N(W ) = ^




The total range of integration
of the second integral
We are interested in the statistical average of the power spectrum, and
must average the product x(t + T ) %x(t) in the second integral of equation
(2. 12). But this is the autocorrelation function, <£ (T). Substituting and
integrating the second integral yields:
-+T
M ' ~ 2T
Letting T—boo equation (2. 13) becomes:
NlwT = f e"J
wr
<£ (r) (1 - Si <*r (2. 13)
<* +oo
N(0J ) = , <J)(r) e^uT dr (2.14)
/-OO
$(1") = 2W f NTCj")e
jW
' du> (2.15)
The inverse of equation (2. 14) is
.+oo
-oo





-^ f UIw) dw (2.16)
./-co
From equation (2. 16) it is seen that the noise power (or mean square value)
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is equal to the sum of the power components at all frequencies.
In the development of the design of the optimal filter, we shall use
the term covariance. The covariance function is identical with the auto-
correlation function when the means are zero; the latter being true with the
Gaussian distribution. The term Noise-to-Signal Power ratio shall also be
usedo As shown in the preceeding paragraph, this ratio will be the ratio
of autocorrelation or covariance functions.
Extension of Statistical Concepts to Vector Quantities.
If we consider a system with multiple inputs excited by Gaussian
noise, the covariance function is expressed in matrix notation. We shall
concern ourselves with the covariance function when T - 0. Thus:
*





where the notation (h indicates an autocorrelation on the random in-
W WT
put W.
The terms along the main diagonal of the covariance matrix of exci-
tation noise are the variances (or autocorrelation functions) of the indivi-
dual noise sources. All other terms of the symmetric matrix are the cross-
correlation terms. If the prerequisites of an electronic/electrical control
system so dictate, it is attempted to keep various noise sources and de-
terministic inputs independent of one another in order that the cross -cor-
relation will be zero.
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In the development of the optimum filter in a succeeding section we
will consider only a single input, and therefore the covariance of excitation
will be a scalar.
3. Mathematical description of the plant.
It is assumed that the plant is a linear, time-invariant dynamic pro-
cess in which the observable states are measured at discrete instances in
time. The behavior of the plant is represented by the set of first order
differential equations.
X = FX + Du (3. 1)
Y = BX + Eu
where X is a real n-vector (n being the system order), the states of the
plant: u is the control function; F is a real constant n x n matrix; B is a
real constant m x n matrix (m ^ n); D and E are real constant n-vectors.
In this paper, we will deal with situations where we have only one input,
thus u becomes a scalar.
It is well known that the solution to equation (3. 1) may be written
in the form:
X(t) = J)(t - t ) X(tJ) + j $(t-T) Du(T) dT (3.2)
where (b(t - tQ ) is known as the transition matrix and the integral is one
form of the convolution integral.
Equations (3, 1) may be encountered in the literature as follows:
X = AX + Bu and Y = CX + Du_
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If the control u is held constant between sampling intervals, equation (3. 2)
becomes:
X [(k+l)T] = <£(T)X(kT) + A (T) u(kT) (3.3)
where k indicates the sample number, T the time between samples, and
thus kT indicates the sample instant. For notational simplicity T is assumed
as "understood" and equation (3.3) is written:
X(k+1) = ^)X(k) + Au(k) (3.4)










Figure 3-1. Block Diagram of a linear discrete system.
4. Dynamic Programming.
The fundamental principle of dynamic programming is the "Principle
of Optimality". This principle states that any portion of an optimal tra-
jectory is also an optimal trajectory. For example if we find the optimum
control u« (where the superscript ° denotes an optimal control and the
subscript
2
denotes the control sequence number), to move from a point
X, on the optimum trajectory to another point X^; then the optimum trajec-
tory from X2 to Xg will be part of the optimum trajectory from X to X3 „
This principle of optimality is based upon the concept of "embedding"
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which says that to solve a specific optimal decision process (with fixed
initial time and fixed initial state), the problem is embedded within a group
of similar problems (with variable initial states and variable initial time)
which are easier to solve. Thus, if we solve the problem for all initial
states at t = t , we will then know the optimal control strategy for the given
particular initial states.
If we have a multistage decision process, we oan then reduce the
multistage decision process to a sequence of single stage decisions. The
optimum design problem involves the determination of the sequence of con-
trols u , Uj, U2» . . • Ujj_i such that the value of some cost or performance
index is minimized, subject to the constraints and dynamics of the system.
Time-Invariant, Linear, Control Processes
It was shown in section 3 that the solution to equation (3. 1) is for
a sampled system with u(k) constant, the discrete difference equation:
X(k + 1) = <&X(k) + A u(k) (4. 1)
X
Let us consider the determination of the optimum control law which
minimizes the quadratic performance index of the form:
N
J w ]jT S Q X-k + Ruk-1 (4 - 2)
k = 1
where Q is an n x n positive-definite, symmetric, constant matrix and R
is a positive scalar. The versatility of the quadratic performance index
given in equation (4. 2) is readily apparent. By suitable assignment of
values to the elements of the Q matrix, any one of the state variables can
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be made more important in specifying the control performance than any
other variable. Likewise, suitable choice of R will impose the desired
energy constraints on the control signal.
Ogden [f] showed that the dynamic programming approach can be
used to formulate a set of recursive relationships which in turn can be
programmed on a digital computer to yield the sequence of optimal controls
which minimize equation (4. 2) subject to the chosen values of Q and R.
If we consider an N-stage process (i.e. there are N decisions to be made,
uQ , Up . .
.
, Uj^j.^ ) we can define, by starting at the terminal state first:
J
x
•- XjJ Q% + R^N.. i (4.3)
and we wish to minimize J^ over uN _^. We can further define using equa-
tion (4. 1)
h = <$ ht-i + Aun./ (}(§%_! + AuN _ x )
+ Ru^ (4.4)
which becomes:
h = 4-i$ Tq $%-i + un-iA t q|^,. 1 + ^-i$ T Q'
A%-1 + uN-1^ Tq ^ uN-1 + RuN-l <4 - 5 >
Since u is a scalar, it is noted that the second and third terms of equation
(4. 5) are equal. We can thus rewrite equation (4.5) as:
Jl = *N-1$ T Q$ *N-1 + 2uN^AQ§ Xn _x





To solve for the optimal control over the last stage, u^.p we must take
the partial derivative of J^ with respect to uj^-i / set the result equal to
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zero and solve for Ujj_j which is then Ujsj_ j.
|^- = + 2 & Q $ XN _ X + 2(^T Q ^ + R) uN-1 =N-l
Solving for the optimal control over the last stage yields:
o
_ -ATPo<$ x 4 a T x
A PoA+ R
(4.7)
where PQ = Q
The performance index now becomes (upon substitution of equation (4. 7)
into equation (4.6))
T T
+ XN_iRa x a4 XN _ 1
Or
J? UK*) = &2 [$ + ^^i] T po [$ + A*!] xN -i
+ %.! Ra x a x XN-1 (4.8)
T T
Letting (p + A a^ = \il , equation (4.8) becomes:
T a 4-i|iiIpoVi + Rai.*|l^ l4 - 9)
We can now consider the optimal trajectory during the (N-2) stage and
determine the optimal control u° , for that stage. We can denote the
optimal (or minimum) cost performance index as J« • It is noted that the
subscripts on the J's correspond to the number of the decision being made,
and thus the subscripts increase with decreasing time. Let the optimal
cost performance over the next-to-last stage be given by:
J« = Minimum *N-1°*N-1 + RuN-2 + J l (4. 10)
uN-2 L







oVl + Q + ^l-^N-l




P y x + Q + Ra^aJ) = P 1 equation (4. 1 1) simplifies to:
J° = MIN
uN-2
-N-l P l %-l + RuN-2 (4.12)
Using the recursive relationship given in equation (4. 1) we can substitute
the value forXN _^ in equation (4. 12) yielding:
J° = MIN |7$XN . 2 + Au^) 1^ ($XN _ 2 + A uN _ 2 )N - 2 L_
+ Ru^_l (4.13)
Using the same arguments as those that preceeded equation (4. 6) we can
see that equation (4. 13) becomes:
ro _J£ = MIN
uN-2
4-2 $T P l $ %-2 + 2uN-2 ^ P l $ %-2
+ (A 1 P
x A + R) uft.j (4. 14)
Taking the partial derivative of the bracketed term with respect to Ujj_
2







-M3& Y A -,T yAT Pi A + R 2 2 2 (4.15)
Substituting equation (4. 15) into equation (4. 13) yields:
*2 = <$*N-2 + Aa*XN _ 2 )
T
Pl($XN _ 2 + A4XN _ 2 )
+ RXN _ 2 a 2 a 2 XN _ 2 - J2 (x-N -2 )




2 ~N-2 $ + A $ + A ~N-2
+ R2&.2 a2*2^-i (4 - 17)
Let 'j^ = + ^ .§.0 - then equation (4. 17) simplifies to
^ = 4-2 V2
T P
l f2 *N-2 *3 R *N-2 a-2 a-2 *N-2 <4 ' 18)
We have thus developed the optimum trajectory over the last two stages.
Should we continue back one more stage, it should be apparent that
p













As noted above, suitable choice of the elements of the Q matrix will
po = Q. £S - o. Vo = °
determine relative weights of the values of the state variables in the cost






upon the energy or input term in calculating the cost performance index.
The choice of appropriate values of Q and R is a difficult task since it
relies upon engineering judgement.
Ogden [5j presented three cases, selecting different values of Q and
R in each case in order to fulfill his stipulated objectives. These cases
are repeated below.
CASE I Minimize the terminal states or CEP for the time optimal
controller.
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Let Q = I, the identity matrix PQ = I
R = O
Tthen Kt = minimum X*t X^
CASE II Minimize the terminal states with energy constraints over
each stage.
Let Q = I, the- identity matrix therefore P = I
R = 1
k=N
T ^T— 2then Jjj = minimum X^ Xj^ + > uk-l
k=l
CASE III Minimize the sum of the squares of the states with an
energy limitation.
Let Q = I, the identity matrix therefore PQ = I
R - 1
k=N
then Jj^ = minimum y @£k —k + uk-l^
k=l
Demetry[^2] developed a scheme for selecting Q and R based upon the selec-
tion of a desired system characteristic equation for a continuous system.
If the polynomial takes the form:
s
n + cn s
n_1 + cn-1 s
n " 2 + ... + Cj_ =













c? + 2 > (-l)m c, . c.
j ^—-^ j-m j+m
cn+l = l
c (n + 1 +i ) * ° forX > °
The above values of Q and R are then utilized in Oase III above in
order to determine the proper feedback matrix to obtain a specific pole-zero
configuration. In the illustrative examples we will use this method to ob-
tain a sampled data response which is similar to a continuous response
obtained utilizing classical methods of compensation.
Program OPTCON is listed and fully explained in Appendix II as a
means for obtaining the optimum feedback matrix a™ utilizing the recursive
relationships listed in equations (4. 19), (4. 20), (4. 21) and (4. 22).
5. The Dynamic Process contaminated with Random Excitation and Mea-
surement Noise.
It is now assumed that the plant is excited by random noise (Gaus-
sian, with zero mean and variance 0" ), W(t). As we have assumed only
one excitation, W(t) is a scalar. The measurable output of the system is
denoted by the p-vector Y(t), thus:
Y(t) - H(t)X(t) (5.1)
where H(t) is a p x n matrix which is used as a mechanism for imposing
constraints on observing the states of the system. It is further assumed
that the measurable output, Y(t), is contaminated by random noise V(t)
(also a scalar when only one state or linear combination of states is mea-
21
sured), yielding a noisy observable Z(t) # such that:
Z(t) = Y(t) + V(t)
or:
Z(t) = HT(t)X(t) + V(t)












Figure 5-1. Block diagram of system as contaminated by
excitation and measurement noise.
6. The Optimum Filter.
It is observed from equation (5. 1) that all the state variables are
not always explicitly available as measurable quantities. The measurable
quantity may be a single state or a linear combination of several states.
Thus a device must be designed that will yield the best estimates of the
state variables in order to use the feedback values calculated in Program
OPTCON. This device is the optimal filter.
It will be shown that the optimal filter is a feedback system, and is
obtained by constructing a model (mirror image) of the plant, and obtaining
all of the state variables for the plant as an output.
In general it may be said that the best estimate of the states (based
on the present observation of the noisy measurable quantities) is equal to
22
the predicted value of the states (based on the previous observation) plus
a correction factor due to the difference between the present noisy obser-
vations and the predicted noisy observations. Then we can write:
X*(t) = &(t) + G(t)[z(t) - Z(t)] (6.1)
where X*(t) is the best estimate of X(t) based on the present observation Z(t)
X(t) is the best estimate of X(t) based on the previous observation
Z(t-l)
Z(t) is the best estimate of Z(t) based on the previous observation
Z(t-l)
G(t) is the correction factor called the filter gain.
The filter problem then becomes one of the computation of the optimal
time-varying gain G(t). This in turn becomes the problem of solving equa-
tion (6. 1). With a knowledge of the statistical properties of the Gaussian
random process, it is possible to determine expressions for the quantities
X(t), Z(t), and G(t) on the right side of equation (6. 1).
Consider X(t), the best estimate of X(t) given Z(t-l).
X(t) = E[^(t)/Z(t-1)]
= $ (t, t-l)X*(t-l) + A(t,t-1) E[W(t-l)] (6.2)
But since the mean of the Gaussian excitation noise is zero, we can say:
X(t) = $ (t,t-l)X*(t-l). (6.3)
Consider Z(t), the best estimate of Z(t) given Z(t-l).
Z(t) = E^(t)/Z(t-1)]
However we were given that Z(t) = H(t)X(t) + V(t). Thus:
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Z(t) = H(t) E^(t)/Z(t-lT] + E[i(tJ]
= H(t)i(t) (6.4)
We now have, except for the gain matrix G(t), expressions for the solution






Figure 6-1. Matrix Block Diagram of the filter.
For the complete solution of equation (6. 1), an expression for the
optimal gain matrix, G(t) must be found. Let us define
Q = A_ • E[w(t)WT (tjl - A1 =ACT^4 T the covariance matrix
of excitation noise
R = E V(t) VT (t) the covariance matrix of measurement noise
P = E /|X(t) - X(tT] [E(t) - X(t)| T| the convariance matrix of
error in the filter
where the superscript T indicates the transpose of the matrix. It should
also be noted that with the introduction of the above notation, we have a
duplication of the notation utilizing Q and R both in the controller problem
as part of the cost function notation and again as defined above in the
filter problem. This duplication is unfortunate, but in keeping with the
24
notations used in the literature.
It has been shown in the literature [~4~| that the criterion for finding
the optimal gain matrix is to minimize the trace of the convariance matrix
of error in estimate. That is, to minimize the loss function:
L = Trace P(t)
- E fa(t) - X*(tl]T |x(t) - X*(tjjV (6. 5)
Jardine [_3Jhas shown that after minimizing the loss function given
by equation (6.5), the following recursive relationships are valid:
G(k) = P(k) HT [HP(k)HT + rI"
1
(6.6)
P(k+l) = $ [p(k) - G(k)HP(k7]f T + Q (6.7)
We have found expressions for all of the quantities on the right side of
equation (6. 1) and thus have stated the filter problem completely.
Appendix I contains a digital computer program (a modification of
Jardine's fVl) which given the F and D matrices, will calculate the optimal
gain matrix, G(t). It has been shown that the optimal gain matrix settles
out to a stable value after sufficient iteration.
Further description of the use of the program may be found in
Appendix I.
7. Closing the Loop.
Section 4 showed how to provide an optimal feedback control around
a system whose desired response dictated the Values of the terms within
a quadratic cost performance index; the latter to be minimized by the feed-
back controller u. It was shown that this optimal feedback loop is a linear
25
function of the states, i.e. u = aTX. In section 6 it was shown that an
optimum filter could be designed to give the best estimate of all the states
based on observation of only one noisy state and on the knowledge of the
system dynamics. Thus we can take the output from the filter X* and pre-
multiply it by aT to complete the feedback loop.
We now consider the problem of imposing a deterministic input upon
the system. Let the deterministic input be represented by the vector DI(k),
where the elements are the input itself and its successive derivatives.
Demetry [T] showed that DI(k) must be introduced so as to affect the filter
and plant operation in identically the same manner. Figure 7-1 shows a
block diagram of the manner in which DI(k) is introduced into the complete
plant-filter-controller system. An inspection of figure 7-1 reveals the
following recursive formulae:
Y(k) = HX(k)
Z(kJ = Y(k) + Vfld (7.1)
X*(k) = (I-GH)$X*(k-l) + (I-GH) .4ir[x*(k-l) - Dl(k-l)]
+ GZ(k)
X(k+1) = $ X(k) + AW CO + _£aT [k*(k) - DI(kj]
Program CLOSE is designed to solve equations (7.1). (See Appendix III)
A further discussion of the make-up of the vector DI(k) is necessary,
however it will be deferred to section 8 and discussed by example utilizing
the illustrative examples chosen for this paper.
We now have the complete system of plant, filter,, and controller
26
Fig 7-1 Filter Controller Schematio
27
with deterministic inputs. Illustrative examples of the use of these con-
cepts are presented in the following section.
8. Illustrative Examples.
I.
As the first illustrative example, we shall consider an aircraft
autopilot device used to control an aircraft in the roll attitude. To this
system we shall first apply the concepts of optimal control (OPTCON) to
stabilize the system and give us a desired response. We will then consider
the design of an optimal filter for the system in order to obtain a best esti-
mate of the states when the aircraft is perturbed by random disturbances
(i.e. wind gusts) and the measurement device has inherent errors (i.e. a
noisy .gyroscope). Finally, the control loop is closed to provide for deter-
ministic inputs and the over-all control of the system.




S (S + 3. 33)
(roll angle)
Figure 8-1. Block Diagram of an autopilot/aircraft
roll channel.












equal u, and noting that Xj is equal to (p, the system can






This system has been compensated |_6j to obtain stability and the desired
root locations. Dominant mode design gives the system shown in figure 8. 3.
H—*©—
Figure 8-3. Block diagram of Compensated System.
Using block diagram reduction methods, the system shown in Figure
8-3 yields the following characteristic equation:
s
3
+ 53.3s 2 + 729s + 4495 - (8.2)
Equation (8. 2) factors into:
(s + 37.6)(s + 8.25 + j7.39)(s + 8.25 - j7.39) = (8.3)
It is seen that the compensated system of Figure 8-3 is dominated by
the pair of complex conjugate roots and is thus essentially a second-order
system with < - .745, OJ
n
= 11.06, and a time constant equal to 0. 121
29
seconds. The step response to this continuous system is shown in Figure
8-4.
TWe now wish to determine the stable feedback gain matrix a , which,
when applied to the uncompensated system shown in Figure 8-1, will yield
a system with the characteristic equation given in equation (8. 2). Refer-
ring to section 4, and using Demetry's [lj procedure of choosing Q and R






where o(.(n) = C 2 + m(-1) C. . C.
m=l j-m j+m













C 3 = 53.3
C 4 = 1
(8.7)





= 2.53 x 10 -3 (8.8)
Q = R= 4.95 x 10" 8 (8.9)
o(
f
= 6.87 x 10" 5




With the knowledge of the F and D matrices from equation (8. 1), we
can calculate (T) , the transition matrix, and^ , the distribution matrix,










The selection of a sampling interval is not completely arbitrary. It
is our purpose here to show that feedback compensation based upon the
concepts of program OPTCON (presented in section 4) will yield a response
similar to that obtained from the system as compensated in Figure 8. 3.
Since an increase in the time between samples will normally lead to in-
creased oscillations and decreased stability; a sufficiently small sampling
interval is selected in order to closely approximate the continuous system.
For this example the sampling interval (denoted by.DTin FORTRAN programs)
is taken as . 05 seconds.
Entering program OPTCON with the values of Q, R, & , A, and the
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sampling interval given, yields the following values for the stable steady
state feedback gain matrix:
a
T
= 1-1.295 -.2447 -.0190 (8.11)
We have seen from section 4 that the feedback control is a linear
function of the states; that is, u = a X. Thus all the states must be
available for measurement in order to complete the feedback loops. But,
in the example of the autopilot roll control channel, we can measure only
the roll angle (which is the state variable X^). Furthermore, this measure-
ment of roll angle is not exact since there are inaccuracies in the mea-
suring device (a gyro-stabilized platform with appropriate attitude sensors).
Also the states are aggravated by a non-deterministic input, wind gusts
which are of a random nature. It is apparent that there is need for a device
that will give us the best estimates of the state variables based upon the
observation of only one noisy state and on knowledge of the system dynam-
ics. Thus we must apply the concepts of the optimal filter to this practical
problem.
For the non-deterministic input we have chosen a variance equal to
.25, that is, cr^ = E W.WT = .25. Using the F matrix and D vector
as given in equation (8. 1), and the sampling interval of . 05 seconds, we
have determined the cB and ^ matrices of the system (see Program FILTALL,
Appendix I). The variance and the Z\ vector can be combined to yield the
covariance matrix of random excitation processes, Q, i.e.:
Q = A<7^. AT (8. 12)
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We have chosen a Noise to Signal Power ratio of . 1, where by definition:
Noise Power N r ll /
ft
-v





is the first element of the covariance matrix of measurement
noise, R, (recall from section 6 that R = fj2 = e[v. V1] ).
q^ is the first element of the covariance matrix of the random
excitation process.
It should be noted that for a system where there is only one measur-
able state, the R matrix reduces to a scalar quantity, that is, R = l^i.
Given the value of Q (and thus q^) and the desired N/S, program FILTALL
will compute the necessary value for r^ to satisfy equation (8. 13).
We can now enter program FILTALL (see Appendix I) with our values
2
of F and D, sampling interval, (j^y , and N/S and determine the stable







With the value of G (from program FILTALL) and the value of a (from
program OPTCON), we are in a position to enter program CLOSE (see Appen-
dix III) with a deterministic input to determine the system response to that
input. In order to compare our response with that of Schmidt \^6~\ , the
deterministic input was selected as a step of magnitude ten. Figure 8-4
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shows the response of our overall system as compared with Schmidt's. It
is noted that the responses are quite similar. The rise time of our system
is slightly smaller than that of the comparable continuous system. This
result might be expected in sampled-data systems.
As indicated in section 7, a further discussion of the vector DI(k) is
necessary. This discussion is as presented by Demetry [l J and applied to
this example.
By inspection of Figure 7-1 it is seen that a vector B might be defined
as follows:
B(k) = X*(k) - DI(k) (8. 15)
If it is our desire to drive the vector X to the origin of the B space, we have
in effect a regulator problem. As our plant is a type 2, it will follow only
"step" and "ramp" inputs with zero steady-state error. In our example, we
required the step response to a step input of 10. Therefore X^oo) = 10. 0,
X2(oo) = X3(oo) = 0.0. This would be accomplished by setting DI(l) =
10. 0, and DI(2) = DI(3) = 0.0 and as is seen by inspection of equation
(8. 15), the B vector in steady state is zero.
If we wanted a "ramp" response, X^(oo) = t, X^Ox)) = 1.0, and
X 3 (oo) = 0.0, we would input DI(1) = t, DI(2) = 1.0andDI(3) = 0.0.
Again by inspection these final conditions are compatible with the plant
dynamics. The B vector would again be driven to the origin of the B space.
If we wanted a "parabolic" response, X^oo) = t2 , X2(oo) = 2t, and
X3 (oo) = 2.0, we would choose DI(1) = t2 , and DI(3) = 2.0 hoping
















































Figure 8-4. Comparison of Step Responses Example I. s
it;
for X3, we have:
Xo = u - 3.33X-
and
K
3 (oo) = u(oo) - 3.33X3(00)X
but we require X3(oo) = therefore:
f - 3. 33- (2.0)
However we can by-pass this difficulty with a parabolic input by introducing
an additional constant input such that:
X 3 (oo) = AD - 3.33X3(00) =
therefore:
AD = 3.33(2.0) = 6.66
Figure 8-5 shows the controlled plant with deterministic inputs in
signal flow.
Figure 8-5. Signal Flow including deterministic inputs,
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II.
As illustrative example two, we shall consider the same aircraft
autopilot device considered in example one. However, we now desire to
control the pitch attitude of the aircraft. Again, as in example one, the
concepts of optimal control, optimal filtering and study of the closed loop
response will be utilized to stabilize and control the pitch attitude and
obtain a response which is comparable to a response obtained by Schmidt[6],
The open-loop block, diagram of the pitch channel of the aircraft-autopilot
combination is shown in Figure 8-6
Ve -
SO 1Q.?, (S + . 4 55 )
S(S 2 + 2.52S+11 6]
h>9
Figure 8-6. Block diagram of an autopilot/aircraft pitch
channel.
Figure 8-7 shows the above block diagram in signal flow notation.1111
u




3 Xo x2\ Xi x l S'
i
Figure 8-7. Signal Flow representation of the pitch
channel
Again, letting Ve equal u, and noting that = Y = . 455 Xj + X2,
the system can be represented by the following vector-matrix differential
equation:
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X = X + u (8. 16)
_0_ -11.6
-2.52J [510_
As indicatpd above, this system has been compensated by Schmidt [6]
to obtain stability and desired root locations. Figure 8-8 shows the com-
plete block diagram including parameter constants resulting in a desired
response, This response is shown in Figure 8-10 where it is compared with
the sampled response.
-%r^H 50s 10,2(3:-. 455)S(s2i-2.525:-ll I
1.3S
Figure 8-8. Block diagram of the Compensated system
''.'."•
I, j.j. i .. .., icictiijij y . j. X . '•'-
Using block diagram reduction methods, the system shown in Figure
8-8 reduces to the following characteristic equation:
s
4 + 52.52 s 3 + 800 s 2 + 5981s + 5100 = (8.17)
Equation 8.17 factors into:
(s + .971)(s + 34.06)(s + 8.7457 £ j8. 817) = (8„ 18)
It is seen here that the closed loop zero is nearly cancelled in its
effect by the closed loop pole (s + .971). This results in a response
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which is dominated by the complex roots with little effect on the response
being produced by the second pole on the real axis (i e. dominant second-









Figure 8-9. Pole-Zero plot of the closed loop transfer
function shown in equation 8.18.
Since the system to be controlled by the methods in this paper is that
shown in Figure 8-6, it can be seen that a zero is present at -. 455 which
must be contended with. As we want a system in the final analysis which
will yield the same response as was obtained by Schmidt [6] , we too, must
attempt to obtain a closed loop pole-zero configuration similar to that shown
in Figure 8-9, for the continuous system. To accomplish this, we take the
three poles which are dominating the response i.e. (s + 34. 06) and (s +
8. 7457 ± j8. 817) and introduce a fourth pole at (s + . 455) which results in
the following characteristic equation:
s4 + 52 005 s 3 + 773.45 s 2 + 5594 s + 2390 = (8-19)
From this equation, Q and R from the cost function may be calculated
exactly as illustrated in example one. These values are then utilized as
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one input to program OPTCON in the calculation of a transpose, the feedback,






R= 1.75 x 10-7 (8.20)
In example one, it was shown that a sampling interval of . 05 seconds
gave a comparable response to Schmidt's \_$\, This value of sampling inter-
val is approximately one half the time constant of the continuous system,
which is small enough to give the desired results. In example two, the time
constant of the continuous system is approximately equal to that of example
one, therefore the sampling interval in example one will also be satisfactory
for example two. Therefore with the F and D matrices listed in equation
8-.-16, ^> and£ may be calculated for use in Program OPTCON. These are
listed below:
T.o .05 .001247 .00002016 .0001294087






With the above listed values of $, A , Q, R, and sampling interval,





= [-1.8320888 -4.425734 -.6917466
-.051754J (8.22)
We are now ready to calculate the steady state gain matrix in program
FILTALL. As described in example one, we have assumed a noise to signal
power ratio of . I, while the statistic of the random excitation noise, G"w
(SIGW), remains as assumed . 5. Program FILTALL then calculates the
required statistic for the random measurement noise to give the assumed
value of noise to signal power ratio.
With the above assumptions, program FILTALL determines the steady








With the value of G (from program FILTALL) and the value of a (from
program OPTCON), we are again in the position to enter program CLOSE with
a deterministic step input, and determine the system response. We enter
program CLOSE with <p , &, sampling interval, 0"w, 0~v (l), G, and a
T as
indicated above. The output of the program is the time response desired
which is shown in Figure 8-10 and compared with the continuous response
obtained by Schmidt 1^6] of the system in Figure 8-8.
Again in example two, we require an additional discussion of the re-
quired deterministic inputs because we now have to deal with the zero



















































Figure 8-10. Comparison of Step Responses Example II
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the numbers from example two substituted.
The output in example two is a linear combination of two states:
Y * .455 X 1 + X ? (8.24)
The required step response is to a step of ten. This being the case, we
desire that Y(oo) = 10, For this to be true, X^oo) must equal 1/. 0455 and
X2(oo) must equal zero. Therefore as discussed in example one, the required
deterministic inputs would be DI(l) = 1/. 0455, DI(2) = DI(3) = DI(4) =
0. 0. As can be readily seen the requirements for a ramp or parabolic input
would result in a discussion similar to that in example one, therefore it will
not be repeated here.
Figure 8-11 shows the complete signal flow diagram including deter-
Figure 8-11. Signal Flow Representation including
deterministic inputs.
9. Summary and Conclusions.
We have shown the development of an optimal feedback matrix for the
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control of any open loop system. Also developed was the optimal filter which
is utilized when the system in question is excited by noise and is plagued
in the measurement of its output by measurement noise. Both the filter and
the optimum controller can be combined in a computer which will be program-
med to produce a model of the system process. This model produces the
best estimates of the actual system states which are then used to produce
the optimum control.
Two illustrative examples demonstrate that the combination controller/
filter is a powerful tool for the control of actual physical systems.
Areas for future work might include the cases of non-stationary plants,
non-stationary statistics, and the use of variable filter and controller gains
either continuously utilizing an on-line computer, or in stages (an adaptive
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APPENDIX I
Program Filtall is listed below completely. A thorough discussion
of the various parts of the program is interspersed throughout the listing.
Program statements are prefaced with a P in the margin and are written in
FORTRAN. A complete uninterrupted program is also listed at the end of
the Appendix.
It is the intent of the authors to provide a complete and detailed
FORTRAN program for the solution of the "gain problem" as descirbed in
section 6. The variations possible from the listed program will be discus-
sed in detail.
PROGRAM FILTALL
This program as listed is set up for a fourth order system but as will
be pointed out as we go, it can be expanded to higher order, or used as is
for third and second order systems. The program itself is very general,
however as order increases, print out of the desired information becomes
more and more complex. Print out examples will not necessarily be sub-
stantiating data for the illustrative examples but rather examples which
can conveniently be fitted on to the standard 8— by 1 1 size paper. Sub-
stantiating data for the illustrative examples will be listed with the example.
Data Card Discussion:
A. Data Card 1 N, the order of the system Format 12,
B. We follow Data Card 1 with a set of data cards each set con-
taining 3 cards.
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I. Data Card l(of each set) DT, the sampling interval, Format
F10. 0.
2 Data Card 2(of each set) F, F matrix as described in
ScKttion 2, Format 8F10.0
3. Ddta Card 3 (of each set) D, D matrix as described in
Seotioa 3, Format 8F10. 0.
Some comments:
PHI is the system transition matrix, DEL the distribution matrix. G
is the optimum gain matrix, H the observable matrix, P the best estimate
of the covariance matrix of error, and Q is the excitation noise covariance
matrix.
DIMENSION STATEMENTS (Lists all vectors and matrices utilized in
main program)
P DIMENSION P (12, 12), Q(12. 12), H(12, 12), R(12, 12), G(12, 12)
P 1, PHIT(12, 12), PHI(12, 12), DEL(12), DELDELT(12, 12),XGll(40),
P 2XG2 1 (40), XG3 1 (40) , XG41 (40)
N, the order of the system as indicated above is now read in.
P REaD 33, N
P 33 FQRMaT (12)
SIGWSQ is the variance of the random noise excitation, SIGW is
the standard deviation of this random source. We have assumed this devi-
ation to be . 5 in the outlined program, however this is one parameter which






We now come to the first loop of the main program and it encompasses
the entire main program. It is a loop designed to vary the value of the
sampling interval, DT, and we have provided for 7 values, any number of
values may be utilized however, with the proper adjustment of the data cards.
P DO 1001 LK=1, 7
The sampling interval DT, is now read in.
P READ 2, DT
P 2 FORMAT (F10. 0)
Subroutine PHIDEL is now called, and within PHIDEL we read in the
values of the F matrix and D matrix, and we call the subroutine with N and
DT, and the results are PHFthe system transition matrix, and DEL the dis-
tribution matrix.
P CALL PHIDEL(PtlI, DEL, N, DT)
Subroutine PHIDEL as described in Ogden[]5j , accomplished the
above results by using the Taylor Series expansion for the exponential
function. The calculation of PFfI and DEL is good only for non-time vary-
ing dynamics because the integration is accomplished within the program
for non-time varying dynamics only, ie, F and D must be constant matrices.
The entire subroutine is listed below.,
P SUBROUTINE PHIDEL(PHI, DEL, N, DT)
P C VALID ONLY FOR A CONSTANT F MATRDC
P DIMENSION F(12, 12), PHI(12, 12), TERM(12, 12), WORM(l2, 12)





P 1 FORMAT ((8F10.0))
P READ], ((F(IR, JQh 10=1, N), IR=1, N)
P R£AD 1 (D(I) 1=1 N)
P 1003 PRINT 399. DT, ((F(IR; IC), IC=1, N), IR=L N)
P 399 FORMAT (1H1 , 8X, 3HDT=, 1F5. 3///, 7HF(I ( J)=/', ((8F8. 2)))
P PRINT 3991 (D(I), 1=1, N)




P DO400lC=l # N
P TERM(IR, IC)=0.
P WORM(IR, IC)=0.
P TERM (IR, IR)= 1.0
P TELM(IR, IC)=TERM(IR ; IC)*DT
P DELP(IR, IC)=TELM(IR„ IC)
P DELM(IR, IC)=0.
P DEL(IR)=0 1
P 400 PHI(1R, IC)=TERM(IR„ IC)
P 4 TM=1.0+TM
P DO 500 IR=1,N
P DO 500 IC=1,N
P DO 500 JN=1,N
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P DELM(IR, IC)=DELM(IR, IC)-TELM(IR, JN)*F(JN, IC)*DT/ (TM+1
. 0)
P 500 WORM(IR, IC)=T£RM(IR, JN)*F(JN,IC)*DT/TM+WORMUR, IC)
P DO 401 IR=1,N
P DO 401 IC=1,N
P TERM(IR, IC)=WORM(IR, IC)
P TELM(IR, IC)=DELM(IRt IC)
P DELP(IR, IC)=DELP({R( IC)+TELMUR, IC)
P PHI(IR, IC)=PHI(IR, IO+TERMUR, IC)
P DELMdR, IC)=0.
P 401 WORM (IR, IC)=0.0
P ABC=0.








P 5 GO TO 4
P 6 PRINT 502, (PHI(IR IC), IC=1, N), IR=1, N)
T 502 FORMAT(////9X, 8HPHI(I, J)///(6E20. 8))
P DO 600 1=1, N
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P DO 600 K=1,N
P DO 600 J=1,N
P 600 D£L(n-D£L(I)s-P.HI{I, J)*Df&P(L K)*D(K) .
P PRINT 503 mEL(T), 1=1, N)
P 503 FORMAT(////9X, 6HDEL(I)//(6E20.8)//)
P END
The first page of print out results from subroutine PHIDEL with DT,
F, D PHI and DEL are printed out. This is illustrated as Sample Print Out
Page 1.
Next we initialize the measurement noise variance, R(l, 1) prior to
starting our next loop. R(l, 1) is a scalar because only one state is ob-
served
P R(l,l)=i0.0
The second major loop in the program follows. We might call this
our R(l, 1) loop as we increment R(l, 1) from the above initialized value.
We have chosen eleven (11) values and these may be varied as desired.
We define the noise to signal power ratio (PNS) as R(l, 1)/Q(1, 1). As
described in Jardine j_3j we will set R(l, 1) equal to multiples of Q(l, 1) in
order provide convenient noise to signal power ratios. This second loop
also encompasses the entire main program from this point.
P DO 1001 LL=1. 11
The next series of statements are utilized to first initialize Q„ P,


















P DO 1001 LL=1, 11
P DO 699 1=1, N




P 699 G(I, J)=0.
P DO 30 1=1, N
P DO30J=l,N
P 30 DELDELTU, J)=DEL(I)*DEL(J)
The matrix Q is defined as DEL x EiWW1) x DELT . However E(WWT)=
CT-i*/ a scalar which is one of our assumptions. Therefore Q = CJ".. r &Avv
-yy
defines Q and we initialize Q next in the program.
P DO 40 1=1, N
P DO40J=l,N
P Q(I, })=SIGWSQ*DELD£LT(I, J)
A new variable XQ is introduced as an aid in incrementing R near the
end of the loop, as the original value of Q is lost in a subsequent sub-
routine.
P XQ=Q(1,1)
One of the more controversial initializations involves the P matrix
€>r the covariance matrix of error. We initialized it by setting it equal to
Q, There are many opinions as to the initial value of P, and we have tried
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to discuss them in our case studies. This is another point in the program
where engineering judgement and prior knowledge of the problem will help
in providing a best initial P.
P DO 50 1=1, N
P DO 50 J=1,N
P P(I,J)=Q(I, J)
The next print out information is the initial values of R(l, 1) and
Q(.l, 1) followed by the calculation and print out of the noise to signal
power ratio as discussed above. This print out is illustrated at the top of
Sample Print Out Page 2.
P PRINT 2002, R(l. 1), Q(l, l)
P 2002 FORMAT (1H1, 8HR(l, l)= , F12. 6/1X, 8HQ(1, l)= , 1 12. 6)
P PNS=R(1, 1)/Q(1, 1)
P PRINT 2001, PNS
P 2001 FORMAT (///2GX, 24HNOTSE TO SIGNAL RATIO = , F10. 4)
The next two statements in the program supply the value of the H
matrix and the G matrix with H"Cl, I) and G(l, 1) both equal to one (l). The




The next loop in the program consists of Subroutine GANDPR, which
as described in Jardine [_3J, provides for each sample instant, an optimum
gain matrix, and the predicted values of the process and the observable
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state vectors, again assuming the process is linear and the random excita-
tion and corruptive measurement noise vectors have Gaussian distributions.
P DO 1000KK=1
; 40
P CALL GANDPR (P, Q, R„ ?Hlt Kf N, N, G)
The arguments of GANDPR are described below. SUBROUTINE GANDPR
(P, Q Rt PHI, H, Of, KP, G)
a. P—initial covariance matrix of error
b. Q—covariance matrix of excitation (Gaussian)
c. R—covariance matrix of measurement noise
d. PHI—transition matrix of the system
e. H—matrix of defining the observable states
f. KN—Number of states in the system
g. KP—Number of observable states
h. G—Optimal gain matrix (The output of Subroutine GANDPR).
The following pages list Subroutine GANDPR and all of the Subroutines
within GANDPR including a short discussion of the arguments of each of
these subroutines.
P SUBROUTINE GANDPR(P, Q„ R, PHI, H, KN, KP, G)
P C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE OPTIMUM GAIN MATRIX AND
P C 1THE PREDICTED ESTIMATES FOR BOTHTHE STATE VECTOR AND
P CT 2THE OBSERVABLE STATE VECTOR FOR THE NON-STATIONARY
P C 3PROCESS FOR EACH SAMPLE PERIOD.
P DIMENSION P(12, 12), Q(12, 12), H(12, 12), TS(12, 12), G(12, 12),
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P 1R(12, 12), GT(12, 12), HT(12, 12), TEMP(12, 12), TEMP2(l2, 12),
P 2TEMP1(12, 12), PHI(12, 12), PHIT(12, 12), PHDCG(12, 12)
P CALLTRANS(H, KP, KN, HT)
P CALL PROD (PHI, G, KN 7 KN, KP, PHKG)
P CALLPROD(PHIXG, H, KN, KP, KN, TEMP)
P DO 108 1=1, KN
P DO 108 J=1,KN
P 108 TEMP(1, J)= -TEMP(I, J)
P CALLADD(PHI, TEMP, KN, KN„ TS)
P CALL TRANS (PHI, KN, KN, PHIT)
P CALL PROD (P, PHIT, KN, KN, KN, TEMP2)
P CALL PROD (ITS, TEMP2, KN, KN, KN, P)
P CALL ADD(P, Q„ KN, KN, P)
T 104 CALL PROD (P, HT, KN, KN, KP, TEMP)
P CALL PROD (H ? TEMP, KP, KN, KP, TEMP2)
P CALL ADD (TEMP2, R, KP, KP, TEMP2)
P CALL RECIP (1 , . 00000001, TEMP2, TEMPI, KER)
P IF (KER-2) 101, 110, 101
P 110 PRINT 111
P 111 FORMAT (5HKER=2)
P 101 CALL PROD(TEMP, TEMPI, KN, KP, KP, G)
P END
Subroutine Add adds two matrices which are conformable to addition.
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SUBROUTINE ADD (A, B, N„ M, C)
a. Adds matrix A to matrix B and results in C.
b. N and M indices as required for the addition process
P SUBROUTINE ADD (A, B N, M„ C)
P DIMENSION A{12„ 12), 6(12, 12), C(12, 12)
P DO 152 1=1, N
P DO 152 J=1,M
P 152 C(I,J) = A(1, J) + B(I. J)
P END
Subroutine Trans transposes any matrix.
SUBROUTINE TRANS (A, N, M, C)
a. Transposes the N by M matrix A to a M by N matrix C
P SUBROUTINE TRANS (A, N, M, C)
P DIMENSION A(12, 12), C(12, 12)
P DO 153 1=1, N
P DO 153 J=1,M
P 153 C(J, I) =A(I,I)
P END
Subroutine Prod multiplies two matrices which are conformable to
multiplication.
SUBROUTINE PROD (A. B, N, M> L, C)
a Multiplies any N by M matrix A by a second M by L matrix B
resulting in an N by L matrix C„
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P SUBROUTINE PROD (A, B, N, M, L, C)
P DIMENSION A(l2, 12, B(l2, 12),C(12, 12)
P DO 151 1=1, N
P DO 151 J=1,L
P C(I, J) =0.
P DO 151 K = 1, M
P 1 5
1
C (I, J) = C (I, J) + Aft K) *B(K, J)
P END
Subroutine Recip finds the inverse of a given matrix.
SUBROUTINE RECIP (N, EP, A, X, KER)
a. Finds the inverse X of a matrix A provided the determinant of
A has a value greater than EP. If this value is less than EP, KERf=-2 indicates
the error. (Inverse does not exist. ) N = KP (No. of observables)
P SUBROUTINE RECIP(N, EP, A, X, KER)
P DIMENSION A(12, 12), X(12, 12)
P DO 1 I='1,N
P DO 1 J=1,N
P 1 X(I, J)=0.
P DO 2 K=1,N
P 2 X(K, K)=1.0




P DO 12 K=L,N
P IF(Z-ABSF(A(K, L)))ll, 12, 12
P 11 Z=ABSF(A(K, L))
P KP = K
p 12 CONTINUE
p IF(L-KP)13, 20, 20
p 13 DO 14 J=L, N
p Z-A(L, J)
p A(L, J)=A(KP, J)
p 14 A(KP, J)=Z
p DO 15 J=1,N
p Z=X(L, J)
p X(L, J)=X(KP, J)
p 15 X(KP, J)=Z
p 20 IF(A3SF(A(L, L))-EP)50, 50, 30
p 30 IF(L-N)31,34 / 34
p 31 LP1=L+1
p DO 36 K=LP1,N
p IF(A(K,L))32,36,32
p 32 RATIO=A(K, L)/A(L, L)
p DO 33 J=LP1,N
p 33 A(K, J)=A(K. J)-RATIO*A(L, J)
p DO 35 1=1, N
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P 35 X(K, J)=X(K, J)-RATIO*X(L, J)
P 36 CONTINUE
P 34 CONTINUE






P DO 42 K=IIP1,N
P 42 S=S+A(II, K)*X(K, J)






The loop containing subroutine GANDPR is set up for 40 iterations in
this program. Any desired number may be used however„
The statements following the CALL &ANDPR statement through state-
ment 7 03 are for purposes of print out. New arrays are set up to record as
vectors each term of the gain matrix and error matrix for each iteration.
After all 40 iterations in this case, Print and Format statements follow the
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loop to give a desira^ form for the output information. Sample Print Out







P 700 FORMAT (//7X, 3HG11 10X ( 3HG21, 10X, 3HG31, 10X, 3HG41)
P DO711KK=l,40
P 711 PRINT 7 01 (XG11(KK) / XG21(KK),XG31(KK),XG41(KK))
P 701 FORMAT (9F13. 5)
The following statements complete the main program by incrementing
R(l, 1) for our so-called R(l # 1) loop, as discussed above












NOISE TO SIGNAL RATIO = .3000
Gil G21 G31 G41
.12623 ^. 05744 27.02340 357.44429
.05189 .97639 32.59421 530.95467
.00899 .99591 33.42039 575.08506
_.02 019 .99 81 33,53538 581.85 73.
.01718 .99218 33.54699 582.61782
.01799 .99181 33.54835 582.69408
.0177 7 .99191 33.54841 582.7 0121.
.01783 .99188 33.54843 582.70183
.01781 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
_. 01782 99189 33. 54843 582.70189.
.01782 1 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
_..'01782 .99189 33.54843 _582. 7 0189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
-.01782 99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
-.01782 99189 33.54843 _582.7 0189_
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
_. 01782 . 99189 _____33. 54843- 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
..01782 .99189 33.54843 „_582 . 70189_
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
-.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189.
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
_. 01782 ,.99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 . 99189 _33. 54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33.54843 582-70189
,01782 .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 y .99189 33.54843 582.70189
.01782 .99189 33,54843 582.70189
-.01782 ,-99189 33..J546.43 &B.2^_7J0LJLfiiL
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Program OPTCON minimizes a cost function by utilizing the recursive
relations developed in section 4. The output of the program is the feedback
Tgain matrix A which is a function of the states. The program is designed to
handle all three cases as discussed in section 4. It should be noted that
the Q and R of Program OPTCON are the Q and R of the cost function and
they should be distinguished from the Q and R(l, 1) in program FILTALL. An
unfortunate but commonly accepted notation.
Case One or the Bang-Bang Case utilizes R = 0, Q = I therefore PQ = I
and Q is not used in the recursion relations for this case
Case Two or the minimum effort control utilizes R = 1, Q = I therefore
P = I and again Q is not used in the recursion relations.
Case Three can be used for various desired results, ie.Q and R can
be given by the relations developed by Demetry (V) and discussed in section
4, or for minimum control and norm of the states, Q = I and R = 1.
For our purposes Case Three is utilized using Q and R as developed by
Demetry
Data Cards
Data Cards are listed in the order required, if all three cases are to be
used, then three sets of cards are requiredo
Data Card 1 N, System Order, and M, the number of stages desired,
2110 Format.
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Data Card 2 R, the Cost function constant and DT Sample Interval
2F20. 14 Format.
Data Card 3 Q, the weighting matrix in the cost function 4F20. 14
Format by rows.
Data Card 4 F the coefficient matrix 4F10. Format by rows.
Data Card 5 D the control coefficient matrix 4F10. Format a column.
The first series of statements in Program Optcon sets up the DO loop
for the three cases, followed by reading in the data cards as listed above,
followed by simple statement of PHI and DEL obtained from program FILTALL.
As further indicated all of this input data is Printed Out.
P DO 23 11=1, 3
P READ 8, N, M
P 8 FORMAT ((2110))
P READ7,R, DT
P READ 7, ((Q(I, J)/J=l, N), 1=1, N)
P 7 FORMAT (4F20. 14)
P READ 1, ((F(IR, IC), IC=1, N), IR=1, N)
P READ 1,(D(I), 1=1, N)
P 1 FORMAT ((8F10.0))
P DO 66 1=1, N





P PHI(1, 3)=. 0773232
P PHI(2 / 2)=1.0
P PHI(2, 3)=. 2448333
P PHI(3, 3)=. 19204991
P DEL(1 / 1)=19. 5041356
P DEL(2,l)=104. 386352
P DEL(3, 1)=330. 525
P C PRINT THE DATA READ IN.
P PRINT 999, II
P 999 FORMAT (1H1, 20X, 5HCASE
, 12)
P PRINT 43, N, M
P 43 FORMAT (/9X, 2HN=, 13, 2QX, 2HM=, 13)
P PRINT 44, R
P 44 FORMAT (/9X, 2HR=, F20. 14)
P PRINT 9, ((Q(I, J), J=l, N), 1=1, N)
P 9 FORMAT (/9X, 7HQ(I, J)=/3F20. 14))
P 1003 PRINT 399, DT, ((F(IR, IC), IC=1,N), IR=1,N)
P 399 FORMAT (1H1, 8X, 3HDT=, 1F5. 3///, 7HF(I. ])=/, ((8F8. 2)))
P PRINT 3991 (D(I), 1=1, N)
P 3991 FORMAT(////5HD(I)=/(8F8.2))
P PRINT 11, ((PHI(I,J), J=1,N), 1=1, N)
P 11 FORMAT (/9X, 9HPHI(I, J)=/(3F20. 14))
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P PRINT 12, (DEL(I), 1=1, N)
P 12 FORMAT (/9X, 7HDEL(I)=/(1F20. 14))
The next statements initialize P (called PI in the program) equal to Q.
P DO 5 1=1, N
P DO 5 J=l, N
P 5 P1(I,J)=Q(I,J)
The next DO loop is the main loop of the program. It calculates A
,
PSI, and P according to the recursion relationships in feeotign 4.
»
P DO 23 III-1,M-1
P CALL>AIRAN(AR, PI, PHI, DEL, R, N)
Subroutine ATRAN calculates AT by first finding DELT , multiplying this
into PI. This is then post multiplied by DEL to obtain most of the denomin-
ator of the recursion relationship. DELT*P1 is then post multiplied by PHI
to obtain the numerator of the recursion relation. A DO loop follows to
calculate AT(l, I). Subroutine ATRAN follows. Subroutines Prod and SUM
are similar to subroutines Prod and ADD as discussed in Appendix I. Sub-
routines TRANCOL and TRANSQ are transpose subroutines which are self
explanatory.
P C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A(K)T.
P SUBROUTINE ATRAN (AT, P, PHI, DEL, R, N)
P DIMENSION AT(8, 8), P(8, 8), PHI(8, 8), DEL(8, 8), DELT(8, 8),
P 1AB(8, 8), AC (8, 8),AD(8, 8)
P CALL TRANCOL (DEL, DELT, N)
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P CALL PROD(AB, DELT, P, 1, N, N)
P CALL PROD(AC, AB, DEL, 1, 1, N)
P CALL PRODCAU AB, PHI, 1, N, N)
P DO 14 1=1, N
P 14 AT(1, l)=-AD(l, i;/(AC(l, 1)+R)
P END
P C THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSPOSES A SQUARE MATRIX OF MAX ORDER
PC 18 BY 8.
P SUBROUTINE TRANSQ (A, B, N)
P DIMENSION A(8, 8), B(8, 8)
P DO 11 1=1, N
P DO 11 J=1,N
P 11 B(LI)=A(I,J)
P END
P C THIS SUBROUTINE MULTIPLIES ANY TWO MATRICES LIMITED TO
P C 1TWO 8 BY 8S
J> C THE ARGUMENTS ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS
PC A THE PRODUCT
PC B THE MULTIPLICAND
PC C THE MULTIPLIER
PC L NUMBER OF ROWS OF THE MULTIPLICAND AND PRODUCT
PC M NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF THE MILTIPLIER AND PRODUCT
PC N NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF THE MULTIPLICAND AND THE
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P C 1NUMBER OF ROWS OF THE MULTIPLIER
P SUBROUTINE PROD (A, B, C c L, M, N)
P DIMENSION A(8 f 8), B(8, 8), C(8, 8)
P DO 10 1=1, L
P DO 10 J=1,M
P Aft J)=0.
P DO10K=l,N
P 1 A(I, J)=A(I, J)+B(I, K) *C (K, J)
P END
P C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE SUM OF ANY TWO SQUARE MATRICES
P C lOF THE SAME DIMENSIONS UP TO AN 8 BY 8
P SUBROUTINE SUM(A, B, C, N)
P DIMENSION A(8, 8), B(8, 8), C (8, 8)




P CALL PPSKPSI, PHI, DEL, AT, N)
Subroutine PPSI calculates PSI by first multiplying DEL times the just
calculated AT followed by PSI equalling PHI plus DEL*AT .
P C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES PSI(K).
P SUBROUTINE PPSI(PSI,PHI, DEL, AT, N)
P DIMENSION PSK8, 8), PHI(8, 8), DEL(8, 8), AT(8, 8), AB(8, 8)
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P CALL PROD(AB, DEL, AT, N, N, l)
P CALL SUM (PSI, PHI, AB, N)
P END
P CALL PP(P, PSI, PI, Q, AT, R, N, II)
Subroutine PP calculates P for use in updating the recursion for A.
AT is first transposed giving A and PSI transposed giving PSIT. PSIT is
premultiplied into PI and this relation is in turn post multiplied by PSI giving
the first term of the recursion for P. A*A^ is then formed and premultiplied
by R. These two resulting terms are then added to Q giving the P recursion.
For Case One Q and R are eliminated from the calculation. For Case Two,
R is one and Q is eliminated from the calculation. In Case Three the de-
velopment above applies. This is taken care of in the program with an IF
statement applied to the Case indicator II of the initial DO loop in the pro-
gram.
Subroutine PP follows.
P C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES P(K).
P SUBROUTINE PP(P, PSI, Pi, Q, AT, R, N, II)
P DIMENSION P(8, 8), PSI(8, 8), Q(8, 8), AT(8, 8),AA(8, 8), PSIT(8, 8),
P 1AC(8, 8),AD(8, 8),AE(8,8), PI (8, 8)
P DO 15 1=1, N
P 15 AA(I, 1)=AT(1,I)
P CALL TRANSQ (PSI, PSIT, N)
P CALL PROD (AB, PSIT, PI, N, N, N)
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P CALL PROD (AC, AB, PSI, N, N, N)
P CALL PROD (AD, AA, AT, N, N, l)
P DO 16 1=1, N
P DO 16 J=1,N
P 16 AD(I, J)=R * AD(I, J)
P IF (II-2) 30, 31,32
P 30 DO 34 1=1, N
P D034J=1,N
P 34 P(I,J)=ACaj)
P GO TO 33
P 3 1 CALL SUM (P, AC, AD, N)
P GO TO 33
P 32 CALL SUM(AE, AC, Q, N)
P CALL SUM (P,AE,AD, N)
P 33 CONTINUE
P END
P C THIS SUBROUTINE TRANSPOSES A COLUMN MATRIX HAVING A
P C 1MAXIMUM OF EIGHT ELEMENTS
P SUBROUTINE TRANCOL (A, B, N)
P DIMENSION A(8, 8), B(8, 8)
P DO 12 1=1, N
P 12 B(1,I)=A(I, 1)
P END
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The remainder of the program is concerned with printing out the results,
P and AA and updating PI for use in the next iteration. A sample of the print
out received from Program Optcon appears as Sample Print Out Pages 1 and 2
for Appendix II.
P CALL PP(P# PSI, PI, Q, AT, R, N, II)
P PRINT 19. UI
P 19 FORMAT (/2HU(, 12, 12H)=AT(J)*X(J))
P DO20IUI-l,N
P PRINT 20, UII,AT(l,IIII)
P 20 FORMAT (/9X, 3HATG 12, 2H)=, 1F20. 10)
P PRINT 21, ((P(L J), J=l, N), 1=1, N)






The Sample Print Out Pages are followed by a complete uninterrupted
listing of Program OPTCON.
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CASE 3
N= 3 M= 20
K=
-0u00U00^95u0 L)0
U< I , J)=
1.00000000000000 . ooouoooooooooo • ooooooouoooooo
U ( I . J ) -
00000000000000 .UU249999999994 .00000000000000
Q< I, J)=
01100 00000 000 .OOOUOOOOOOOOOO , .00006869999999
x




F ( 1 , J ) =
• 00
-3.3q
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APPENDIX III
Program CLOSE utilizes the recursion relationships as shown in section
7 to close the loop on the control problem utilizing the results of program
FILTALL, the gain matrix G, and the results of Program OPTCON, the feedback
gain matrix A transpose. These two gain matrices are computed on the basis
of the desired response, and the statistical properties of the anticipated
random disturbance and measurement noise. The system may be driven
either, by. initial conditions or by step or ramp inputs, or any combination of
these. The program solves the following equations:,
Y(K) = H*X(K)
Z(K) = Y(K) + V(K)
XS(K) = (I-GH)*PHI*XS(K-1) + (I-GH)*DEL*AT*(XS(K-l)-DINP(K-l)
+ G*Z(K)
X(K+1) = PHI*X(K) + DEL*AT*(XS(K)-DINP(K)) + DEL*W(K)
where V is the measurement noise, W is the random disturbance, and DINP
is the deterministic input.
No data cards are required for this program as all the required informa-
tion is entered directly. This is a matter of preference as data cards could
be utilized to read in the required data. G, H, PHI, DEL, SIGW, DT, SIGV
(1), KN, and KP are found in Program FILTALL, while A transpose is found
from OPTCON.
The subroutines found in the program, PROD and ADD are similar to
those utilized in Program FILTALL and OPTCON and described in Appendix I.
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Deterministic inputs must be designed in the proper manner to obtain
the desired results. These require a certain amount of calculation when the
system includes a zero and/or ramp inputs are utilized.
Program CLOSE Is completely listed below with appropriate comment
,i
cards throughout the program to ensure clarity.
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